
Common attributes
The following attributes are common across most DITA elements.

Identifier and content referencing attributes
The id and conref attributes are available on almost all DITA elements, and allow sharing of content between DITA topics or maps. 

Identifier and content referencing attributes 
The id and conref attributes are available on almost all DITA elements, and allow sharing of content between DITA topics or maps.

Common attributes

IDs and references
Content inclusion

DITA processing
Several common DITA processing behaviors are driven by attributes, including navigation, content reuse, conditional processing, chunking, and printing. In addition, translation of DITA content is expedited through the use of the dir, translate, and xml:lang attribute, and the <index-sort-as> element. 

IDs and references
The DITA identity attribute provides mechanisms for identifying content for retrieval or linking. The syntax for referencing IDs is consistent regardless of the referencing mechanism. 
Content inclusion
DITA provides a number of mechanisms to enable reuse of content fragments. These mechanisms use the keys, keyref, conkeyref, conref, conaction, and conrefend attributes.  
Conditional processing (profiling)
Conditional processing, also known as profiling, is the filtering or flagging of information based on processing-time criteria.  

IDs and references 
The DITA identity attribute provides mechanisms for identifying content for retrieval or linking. The syntax for referencing IDs is consistent regardless of the referencing mechanism.

The id attribute assigns a unique identifier to an element so the element can be referenced. The scope of uniqueness for the id attribute depends on the role of the element within the DITA architecture:

Topic IDs
Because topics are the basic units of information within DITA, the id attribute for the topic must be unique within the document instance. 
A topic architecture assembles topics into a deliverable by reference. To ensure that topics can be referenced, the id attribute is required on the topic element. 

The complete identifier for a topic consists of the combination of the URI for the document instance, a separating hash character, and the topic id (as in http://some.org/some/directory/topicfile.xml#topicid). URIs are described in RFC 2396. As is typical with URIs, a relative URI can be used as the identifier for the document instance so long as it is resolvable in the referencing context. For instance, within a file system directory, the filename of the document instance suffices (as in some/directory/topicfile.xml#topicid). Within the same document, the topic id alone suffices (as in #topicid). Where the topic element is the root element of the document instance, contexts outside the document instance may omit the topic id when referring to the topic element (as in topicfile.xml). If the target contains multiple peer topics organized by a <dita> element (as in the ditabase document type), then the reference is resolved to the first topic in the target, except in the case of topicrefs being resolved as inclusion directives (for example during PDF output), in which case the entire target file is included, regardless of whether a specific topic is targeted.

The topic id can be referenced by other elements, including topicrefs, links, or xrefs, as well as being used as part of references to topic content through use of the keyref, conref, conkeyref, conrefend, or conaction referencing attributes. 

The id attribute for DITA topics is of type ID in XML, and so must be unique within the document instance.

Element IDs within a topic
Because topic content is always contained within a topic, the id attribute for a topic content element is only required to be unique within the one topic that immediately contains it. This approach ensures maintainable references to content because the identifier remains valid so long as the document instance, topic, and content exist. The position of the content within the topic and the position of the topic within the document instance can change without invalidating the content identifier. In addition, this approach avoids the need to rewrite topic content ids to avoid naming collisions when aggregating topics. 
The id is optional and need be added only to make the content referenceable.

The complete identifier for topic content consists of the combination of the complete identifier for the topic, a separating solidus (/), and the topic content id (as in http://some.org/some/directory/topicfile.xml#topicid/contentid). As noted before, the topic identifier portion can use a relative URI for the document instance in contexts where the relative URI can be resolved (as in some/directory/topicfile.xml#topicid/contentid).

The containing topic id must always be included when referencing an element id. Otherwise, a reference to another topic cannot be distinguished from a reference to an element within the same topic. For references within the same document instance, the identifier for the document instance can be omitted altogether (as in #topicid/contentid).

The id attribute for elements within DITA topics is not of type ID and is not required to be unique within a document, although it should be unique within the topic. It can be referenced by other elements, including topicrefs, links, and xrefs, as well as pointed to by the keyref, conref, conkeyref, conrefend, or conaction referencing attributes. 

Map IDs and element IDs within a map
For a map, the id of an element should be unique within the document instance. This approach ensures that these elements can be referenced outside the map without qualification by the map id. 
For the anchor element, which exists only to identify a position within a map as a target for references, the id attribute is required. For the other elements, the id attribute is optional.

The complete identifier for a map element consists of the combination of the absolute URI for the map document instance and the element id (as in http://some.org/some/directory/mapfile.xml#topicrefid). 

The id attributes for maps and anchors are of type ID and are required to be unique within the document instance. The id attributes for other elements in map are not of type ID and are not required to be unique.

Indirect referencing of IDs
The keys/keyref mechanism allows for indirect referencing of content using ID attributes. For more information, see


DITA processing

Content inclusion  
DITA provides a number of mechanisms to enable reuse of content fragments. These mechanisms use the keys, keyref, conkeyref, conref, conaction, and conrefend attributes. 

DITA enables both direct and indirect referencing of content. The direct method uses conref, optionally with either (but not both) conaction or conrefend. The indirect method uses keys with keyref or conkeyref, also optionally with either conaction or conrefend. 

The conaction attribute, used in conjunction with conref or conkeyref, enables authors to reuse content by 'pushing' it from a source topic to a target, rather than by 'pulling' it from the target to the source. 

The conrefend attribute, used in conjunction with conref or conkeyref, enables authors to reuse content from a range of sibling elements, rather than from a single item (with its children). conaction and conrefend attributes are mutually exclusive. There is no way to 'push' a range of items, either directly or indirectly. 
DITA processing

Direct referencing: conref and conrefend 

The conref attribute stores a reference to another element and is processed to replace the referencing element with the referenced element. 

The element containing the content reference acts as a placeholder for the referenced element. The identifier for the referenced element must be either absolute or resolvable in the context of the referencing element. (See IDs and references for the details on identifiers.)

More formally, the DITA conref attribute can be considered a transclusion mechanism. In that respect, conref is similar to XInclude as well as HyTime value references. DITA differs from these mechanisms, however, by comparing the constraints of each context to ensure the ongoing validity of the replacement content in its new context. In other words, conref validity does not apply simply to the current content at the time of replacement, but to the ranges of possible content given the constraints of the two document types. A valid conref processor does not allow the resolution of a reuse relationship that could be rendered invalid under the rules of either the reused or reusing content.

 If the referenced element is the same type as the referencing element and the list of domains in the referenced topic instance (declared on the domains attribute) is the same as or a subset of the list of domains in the referencing document, the element set allowed in the referenced element is guaranteed to be the same as, or a subset of, the element set allowed in the placeholder element. In the preferred approach, a processor resolving a conref should tolerate specializations of valid elements and generalize elements in the content fragment as needed for the referencing context. SP seth park  Should this be a mandatory behavior? 

Replacement of the placeholder occurs after parsing of the document but prior to any styling or other transformational or presentational operations on the full topic. SP seth park  Can we provide a more holistic definition of the order in which link/conref , filtering, etc. resolution must take place in order for the pre-pubication assets to represent the publication-ready state before they are passed to output processing? 

The target of the conref may be substituted based on build-time or runtime conditions. For example, content such as product names or install paths can be separated out from topic content since they change when the topic is reused by other products; the reusing product can substitute their own targets for the conref to allow resolution to their own product name and install paths, and so on.

The target of a conref must be within a DITA topic or DITA map (or point to the entire topic or map). Fragments of DITA content that do not contain sufficient context (such as a document containing only a single paragraph) do not contain enough information on their own to allow the conref processor to determine the validity of a reference to them.

The resolved element's attribute specifications can be drawn from both source and target elements in the following priority:
	All attributes as specified on the source element except for attributes which specify the value "-dita-use-conref-target"
	All attributes as specified on the target element except:
	The id attribute
	Any attribute also specified on the source element such that its specified value (on the source element) is not "-dita-use-conref-target"
	The xml:lang attribute has special treatment as described in The xml:lang attribute.



The only time the resolved element would include an attribute whose specified value is "-dita-use-conref-target" is when the target element had that attribute specified with the "-dita-use-conref-target" value and the source element either had no specification for that attribute or had it specified with the "-dita-use-conref-target" value. If the final resolved element (after the complete resolution of any conref chain) has an attribute with the "-dita-use-conref-target" value, that should be treated as equivalent to having that attribute unspecified.

A given attribute value on the resolved element comes in its entirety from either the source or target: the attribute values of the target and source for a given attribute are never additive, even if the property (such as the audience type) takes a list of values.

If the target element has a conref attribute specified, the above rules should be applied recursively with the resolved element from one source/target combination becoming one of the two elements participating in the next source/target combination. The result should preserve without generalization all elements that are valid in the originating context, even if they are not valid in an intermediate context. For example, if topicA and topicC allow highlighting, and topicB does not, then a content reference chain of topicA->topicB->topicC should preserve any highlighting elements in the referenced content. The result is the same as if the conref pairs arewas resolved recursively starting directly from the source element. 

The conrefend attribute is used when referencing a range of elements with the conref mechanism. The conref attribute points to the first element in the range, while conrefend points to the last element in the range. Although the start and end elements must be of the same type as the referencing element (or specialized from that element), the intermediary, contiguous nodes in the middle of the range do not have to be the same.

Indirect content inclusion: keys and conkeyref 

Whenever a topic has a reference to other content, it makes the topic less reusable because there is a dependency on the target of the reference being still available and still relevant. The keys and conkeyref attributes provide a simple redirection scheme to provide support for redirectable content inclusion. They also provide a simplified architecture for managing variable or volatile content such as product names, which need to be easily swapped out when a topic is reused in new contexts.

Key definitions (keydef elements) define global identifiers (using the keys attribute) for resources referenced from a map. A key definition defines one or more keys and specifies the resource or resources  SP seth park  A key can have more than one key definition?! to which the keys resolve. Map authors define keys using a topicref or topicref specialization that contains the "keys" attribute, new in DITA 1.2. Keys resolve to the resources given as the href value on the key definition topicref element, to content contained within the key definition topicref element, or both.

 Key references may thus be included in the "conkeyref" attribute. A key reference consists of a key name optionally followed by a "/" character and an id of a sub-topic element.

During processing key references in topics and maps are resolved using key definitions from maps. If a key used in a conkeyref attribute is not defined, the reference is resolved using the conref value on the referencing element, if any, as a fallback.

A key value consists of one or more space separated key names. The following characters are prohibited in key names: "{", "}", "[", "]", "/", "#", "?", and space characters. The case of key names is significant. A key may not resolve to sub-topic elements, although a keyref attribute may do so by combining a key with a sub-topic element id.

The conkeyref attribute allows a key to be used when defining a conref value. The conkeyref attribute contains a key name, optionally followed by a "/" character and an id of a sub-topic element. The key itself may only refer to a topic level object or other high level object that may be referenced from a map; sub-topic targets must be defined by combining a key with the id of a sub-topic element. Example: In the following, if conkeyref resovled to <ul id=some>, then the reference to “some/two” would resolve to the second <li>
<ul id=”some”>
 <li id=”one”>eins</li>
 <li id=”two”>zwei</li>
</ul>

Keys and the conkeyref attributes that reference them must conform to the following behaviors:

	Keys and conkeyrefs resolve to topics, to collections of topics (ditabase), to maps, to referenceable portions of maps, to non-DITA documents, to external URIs, or to XML content contained within a key definition topic reference.
	conkeyrefs, but not individual keys, may resolve to sub-topic elements.
	All href values are resolved using the standard rules for resolving URIs [RFC 3986]. A relative URI in an href attribute on a key definition is resolved relative to the location of the key definition rather than relative to the location of the key reference. 
	Key definitions are not scoped by the map in which they occur or by the element hierarchy within a map. Key definitions made in maps are visible from other maps including referencing maps at a higher, lower, or the same level in the map hierarchy.
	Key definitions in referencing maps take precedence over key definitions in referenced maps.
	Key definitions, once made, cannot be redefined by key definitions closer to the keyref. For example, if kingdom.ditamp contains a topicref which references “phylum.dita” with a keydef of “phylum”, any topic referenced within any map that is referenced by kingdom.ditamap will resolve to phylum.dita, even if kingdom.ditamap references a map called “order.ditamap” which contains a topicref that references “phylum-order.dita” and defines a key of “phylum-order.dita”.
	A key is defined by the first definition found in a breadth-first traversal of the hierarchy of referenced map documents. Thus a key definition in a higher level map takes precedence over key definitions in lower level maps and the first key definition in document order within a single map takes precedence over later key definitions. A duplicate definition within the branch of the map document hierarchy under the defining map is ignored without a warning. A duplicate definition within one map or outside of the branch of the map document hierarchy under the defining map is ignored, possibly with a warning. Note that the phrases "hierarchy of referenced map documents" and "map file hierarchy" mean the hierarchy of map documents or map files and not the element hierarchy within the map documents or files.
	Key definitions are part of a global key namespace that is defined by a particular map hierarchy. The order of key definitions and key references relative to one another within the map hierarchy is not significant. Keys do not need to be defined before they are referenced. Forward references are allowed. Keys defined in any map are available for use with key references from all maps and topics which are subordinate to definitions, so long as the definition is not overridden by a higher level map.
	It is an error for conkeyref attributes to be used on topicref elements or specializations that reference maps or portions of maps when the referenced maps define keys. In such cases the key definitions from the referenced maps are not used, an implementation SHOULD give an error message, and MAY (but need not) recover from the error condition by ignoring the key definitions.


When the key in a conkeyref attribute is not defined, the conref attribute itself must be used instead.

The conrefend attribute, which defines the end of a conref range, may not include a key. Instead the key used within the conkeyref attribute replaces whatever high-level object is defined in the conrefend attribute.

Conaction: pushing content to a target location  

The conaction attribute allows users to push content from one topic into another. It causes the conref attribute to work in reverse, so that the content is pushed from the current topic into another, rather than pulled from another topic into the current one. In the descriptions below, the word target always refers to the element referenced by a conref attribute.
There are three possible functions using the conaction attribute: 

	replacing an element, 'conaction="pushreplace"',
	pushing content before an element 'conaction="pushbefore"', 
	pushing content after an element, 'conaction="pushafter" 


 The conaction attribute identifies the location ofwhere  the content to be pushed in relation to the target, - pushbefore, pushreplace, pushafter - while the conref attribute provides the target using the standard conref syntax. When pushing content before or after the target, the target contains both the conref attribute and the attribute 'conaction="mark"'. 

Attribute-based Conditional conditional processing (profiling) 
Conditional processing, also known as profiling, is the filtering or flagging of information based on processing-time criteria. 

DITA tries to implement conditional processing in a semantically meaningful way: rather than allowing arbitrary values to accumulate in a document over time in a general-purpose processing attribute, with meaning only to the original author, we encourage the authoring of metadata using specific metadata attributes on content. These metadata values can then be leveraged by any number of processes, including filtering, flagging, search, and indexing, rather than being suitable for filtering only. Conditinal processing can also be handled using indirect referencing enabled by the keys/keyref/conkeyref attributes or direct conref from another topic, though this makes the topic less reusable. 

DITA processing

Conditional processing attributes 

For a topic or topicref, the audience, platform, and product, and rev metadata can be expressed with attributes on the topic or topicref element or with elements within the topic prolog or topicmeta element. While the metadata elements are more expressive, the meaning of the values is the same, and can be used in coordination: for example, the prolog elements can fully define the audiences for a topic, and then metadata attributes can be used within the content to identify parts that apply to only some of those audiences.

audience
The values from the enumerated attributes of the audience metadata element have the same meaning when used in the audience attribute of a content element. For instance, the "user" value has the same meaning whether appearing in the type attribute of the audience element for a topic or in the audience attribute of a content element. The principle applies to the type, job, and experience level attributes of the audience element. 
The values in the audience attribute may also be used to reference a more complete description of an audience in an audience element. Use the name of the audience in the audience element when referring to the same audience in an audience attribute.

The audience attribute takes a blankspace-delimited list of values, which may or may not match the name value of any audience elements.

platform
The platform might be the operating system, hardware, or other environment. This attribute is equivalent to the platform element for the topic metadata.


The platform attribute takes a blankspace-delimited list of values, which may or may not match the content of a platform element in the prolog.

product
The product or component name, version, brand, or internal code or number. This attribute is equivalent to the prodinfo element for the topic metadata.


The product attribute takes a blankspace-delimited list of values, which may or may not match the value of the prodname element in the prolog.

rev
The identifier for the revision level. For example, if a paragraph was changed or added during revision 1.1, the rev attribute might contain the value "1.1". 
otherprops
A catchall for metadata qualification values about the content. This attribute is equivalent to the othermeta element for the topic metadata. 


The attribute takes a blankspace-delimited list of values, which may or may not match the values of othermeta elements in the prolog. 

For example, a simple otherprops value list: <codeblock otherprops="java cpp">

The attribute can also take labelled groups of values, but this syntax is deprecated in DITA 1.1 in favor of attribute specialization. The labelled group syntax is similar to the generalized attribute syntax and may cause confusion for processors. A labelled group consists of a string value followed by an open parenthesis followed by one or more blankspace-delimited values followed by a close parenthesis. The simple format is sufficient when an information set requires only one additional metadata axis, in addition to the base metadata attributes of product, platform, and audience. The full format is similar to attribute specialization in that it allows two or more additional metadata axes. For example, a complex otherprops value list: <codeblock otherprops="proglang(java cpp) commentformat(javadoc html)">



props
A generic attribute for conditional processing values. In DITA 1.1, the props attribute can be specialized to create new conditional processing attributes.


Using metadata attributes 

Each attribute takes zero or more space-delimited string values. For example, you can use the product attribute to identify indicate that an element applies to two particular products. 
Figure 1. Example source

<p audience="administrator">Set the configuration options:
 <ul>
  <li product="extendedprod">Set foo to bar</li>
  <li product="basicprod extendedprod">Set your blink rate</li>
  <li>Do some other stuff</li>
  <li platform="Linux">Do a special thing for Linux</li>
 </ul>
</p>

Processing metadata attributes 

At processing time, you specify the values you want to exclude and the values you want to flag using a conditional processing profile (described in the DITA Language Specification). For example, a publisher producing information for a mixed audience using the basic product could choose to flag information that applies to administrators, and exclude information that applies to the extended product, and express those choices in a conditional processing profile like this:
<prop att="audience" val="administrator" action="flag" >
  <startflag>ADMIN</startflag>
</prop>
<prop att="product"  val="extendedprod"  action="exclude"/>


At output time, the paragraph is flagged, and the first list item is excluded (since it applies to extendedprod), but the second list item is still included (even though it does apply to extendedprod, it also applies to basicprod, which was not excluded).

The result should look something like: 
ADMIN Set the configuration options: 
	Set your blink rate
	Do some other stuff 
	Do a special thing for Linux




Filtering logic 

When deciding whether to exclude a particular element, a process should evaluate each attribute, and then evaluate the set of attributes:
	If all the values in an attribute have been set to "exclude", the attribute evaluates to "exclude"
	If any of the attributes evaluate to exclude, the element is excluded.

For example, if a paragraph applies to three products and the publisher has chosen to exclude all of them, the process should exclude the paragraph; even if the paragraph applies to an audience or platform that you aren't excluding. But if the paragraph applies to an additional product that has not been excluded, then its content is still relevant for the intended output and should be preserved.

Flagging logic 

When deciding whether to flag a particular element, a process should evaluate each value. Wherever a value that has been set as flagged appears in its attribute (for example, audience="ADMIN") the process should add the flag. When multiple flags apply to a single element, multiple flags should be output, typically in the order they are encountered.

Flagging could be done using text (for example, bold text against a colored background) or using images. When the same element evaluates as both flagged and filtered (for example, flagged because of an audience attribute value and filtered because of its product attribute values), the element should be filtered.

Conditional processing using indirect referencing  SP seth park  This entire topic should be removed. It describes a particular implementation of normative features. 

As an alternative to using the profiling attributes, conditional processing can also be implemented through the use of DITA's indirect referencing features. Conditional processing implemented through indirect referencing is not combined with flagging. If the topic or topic element pointed to by a conkeyref attribute value does not exist, the attribute is ignored,  with the same result as filtering using 'action="exclude"'.

Use of profiling attributes in conditional processing has the following drawbacks:

	Several topics may need to be searched and modified to include information about another variant. This becomes especially complicated when dealing with several combinations of attributes and attribute values. .
	Ditaval files can become confusing when including and excluding combinations of attribute values.
	The author is also restricted to using the conditional processing attributes (product, platform, audience, otherprops, and rev ) when specifying conditions. The props attribute needs to be specialized for other types of metadata.


For example, consider the case of an author who wants to produce a guide to birds, with different types of documentation about various bird species. As part of the document, he creates the topics birdfood.dita and birdhealth.dita. Each topic has some general content and some profiled content relevant to specific bird species. 

birdfood.dita needs to contain a conditional processing attribute value for every variant to be produced, and if a variant is added, it must be modified.

<concept id="birdfood" xml:lang="en-us">
    ...
    <conbody>
        <p>Bird food is an important element in the well being of birds.</p>
        <!-- Add a line for every bird; in ditaval file include desired bird; exclude others -->
        <p product="albatross" conref="albatrossfood.dita#albatrossfood/fooddesc">Food for
            albatross.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>            
Likewise, birdhealth.dita needs to contain a conditional processing attribute value for every variant, and to be modified whenever a new type of bird is added.

<concept id="birdfood" xml:lang="en-us">
    ...
    <conbody>
        <p>Birds of a feather flock together, hence infections spread quickly. Preventive healtch
            care is important.</p>
        <!-- Add a line for every bird;  in ditaval file include desired bird; exclude others -->
        <p product="albatross" conref="albatrosshealth.dita#albatrosshealth/healthcaredesc">care for albatross.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>            
Use of the keys / conkeyref attributes addresses the above problems. A conkeyref is similar to a conref in that it pulls in content from a referenced topic's element. However, a conkeyref refers to a topic indirectly via a previously defined key and not directly via a topic file name. 

Using keys/conkeyref, an author could create the guide to birds using the following method.

birdfood.dita uses conkeyref with a key and element id to pull in relevant information

<concept id="birdfood" xml:lang="en-us">
    <!-- use conkeyref  instead of conref-->
    <title conkeyref="birdfoodkey/birdtitle">Bird Food</title>
    <shortdesc>Bird food is tailor made for every bird.</shortdesc>
    <conbody>
        <p>Bird food is an important element in the well being of birds.</p>
        <p conkeyref="birdfoodkey/fooddesc">Description of food for birds.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>
birdhealth.dita uses conkeyref with a key and element id to pull in relevant information

<concept id="birdhealth" xml:lang="en-us">
    <!-- use conkeyref  instead of conref-->
    <title conkeyref="birdhealthkey/birdtitle">Bird Health</title>
    <conbody>
        <p>Birds of a feather flock together, hence infections spread quickly. Preventive health
            care is important.</p>        
        <p conkeyref="birdhealthkey/healthcaredesc">Description of health care for birds.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>
albatross.ditamap defines keys that point to topics containing informations about albatross food and health.

<map>
    <title>Albatross Guide</title>
    <!-- Keys defined for bird information -->
    <topicref keys="birdfoodkey" href="albatrossfood.dita" type="concept" format="dita" toc="no"/>
    <topicref keys="birdhealthkey" href="albatrosshealth.dita" type="concept" format="dita" toc="no"/>
    
    <!-- Topics containing conkeyrefs that refer to the keys defined above  -->
    <topicref href="birdfood.dita" type="concept"/>
    <topicref href="birdhealth.dita" type="concept"/>
</map>            
albatrossfood.dita contains elements with the appropriate ids referenced by conkeyref in birdfood.dita.

<concept id="albatrossfood" xml:lang="en-us">
    <title id="birdtitle">Albatross Bird Food</title>
    <conbody>
        <p id="fooddesc">Albatross food is rich in vitamins A and B.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>
albatrosshealth.dita contains elements with the appropriate ids referenced by conkeyref in birdhealth.dita.

<concept id="albatrosshealth" xml:lang="en-us">
    <title id="birdtitle">Albatross Bird Health</title>
    <conbody>
        <p id="healthcaredesc">Albatross need to be inspected every 3 months.</p>
    </conbody>
</concept>                       
The above approach to conditional processing has the following advantages:

	The base content topics (birdfood.dita, birdhealth.dita in this case) do not need to be modified when adding a new variant. Only the topics specific to the variant need to be added or updated (for example, cormorantfood.dita, cormoranthealth.dita, cormorant.ditamap). New variants will work seamlessly as long as they define the same ids referenced by the conkeyref.
	An author is not restricted to specifying conditions using conditional processing attributes. Any number of variations may be created by redefining keys in different maps.
	Ditaval files are not required, hence it becomes easier to debug output.
	Some Content Management Systems have proprietary mechanisms that simulate similar behavior by switching object ids for topics. The keys/conkeyref mechanism is non-proprietary.


Specialization, constraints, and concrete document types
The DITA specialization mechanism allows for the creation of new element types and attributes that are explicitly and formally derived from existing types in a way that allows for the blind  SP seth park  How’s that? If personB delivers specialized content to personC, personC’s tools would not recognize the DTD. This doesn’t seem so blind… please explain. interchange of all conforming DITA content and a minimum level of common processing for all DITA content. It also allows specialization-aware processors to add specialization-specific processing to existing base processing. The specialization feature of DITA defines both a specialization hierarchy declaration syntax used in document instances and a set of manditory document type implementation design patterns. The specialization declarations allow processors to determine what set of specializations and associated local constraints a given DITA document uses and, for individual elements and attributes, what the type hierarchies of those elements and attributes are, from which processors can determine the most appropriate (or available) processing to apply. DITA documents are governed by concrete document types that represent the combination of one or more structural types (maps or topics) and domain vocabularies that define set of element types and attributes available to a specific document. In short, DITA provides a framework by which XML vocabulary modules can be combined in an infinite number of ways to create concrete document types, as well as a set of base modules that serve as the base for further specialization.

In traditional XML applications, all semantics and processing for a given element instance is bound to that element's element type, e.g. "<para>", "<title>", "<address>", etc. The XML specification provides no built-in mechanism for relating two element types to say "element type B is a subtype of element type A". However, in most documentation-focused XML applications there is often a clear hierarchy of types. For example, in a technical manual, there might be generic sections and more specialized sections, e.g. "Troubleshooting" or "Assembly Procedures". The presentation of the generic and specialized sections might be identical, but the more specialized sections might have more restrictive constraints or include additional element types relevant only to those sections. While these relationships might be understood by authors and system implementors, the XML standard provides no direct way to express the relationship, to say explicitly "A Troubleshooting section is a generic section and must conform to all requirements of generic sections". Having created the element type <section> and implemented presentation processing for it and then having later created the element type <troubleshooting>, there is no obvious mechanism for having all <troubleshooting> elements automatically get the processing associated with <section> elements‚Äît SP seth park  Character issue…may just be from wordrtf transtype o get that behavior someone has to explicilty update all processors involved to apply <section> processing to <troubleshooting>.

The DITA specialization feature provides a standard mechanism for saying explicitly, using normal XML syntax, "Troubleshooting sections are kinds of generic sections" and, having said that, make it possible for generic section processing to be applied to troubleshooting sections with no further effort.

Each DITA element type or attribute is declared in exactly one vocabulary module. A vocabulary module uses a DITA-recognized XML document constraint mechanism (e.g., DTD syntax, XSD schema) to declare element types or attributes. Each vocabulary module has a globally-unique name by which it can be referenced (e.g., a PUBLIC ID or absolute URI). Vocabulary modules must reflect the design patterns defined in this specification for each recognized constraint mechanism. The requirement to use a single, mandatory design pattern for vocabulary modules ensures interchange of implementation knowledge, enables automation of vocabulary module creation, and in general helps to make the process of implementing vocabulary modules almost entirely mechanical (given a design for the markup to be defined by a given vocabulary module).
A given DITA document must have as its root element either <map> or some specialization of <map>, <topic> or some specialization of topic, or <dita> (which cannot be itself specialized but allows documents with multiple sibling topics). DITA documents are typically governed by a conforming DITA document type or schema as defined in this section. However, the conformance of a DITA document is a function of the document instance, not its governing schema. Therefore conforming DITA documents are not required to use a conforming DITA DTD or XSD schema. Note, however, that the use of some form of formal constraint mechanism the that provides default attribute values avoids the need for DITA documents to specify class attributes (and other required, but defaulted) attributes. Thus, while it is possible to have conforming DTD-less or schema-less DITA documents, authoring convenience and data size reduction usually demand the use of some form of document constraint mechanism. 

Concrete document types may include constaint consistent modules that further constrain included vocabulary modules, for example, to exclude unwanted element types from an included domain or to make some optional elements required in a particular element provided by a structural module. Constraints can be applied to otherwise unspecialized elements (that is, base types defined by the DITA standard) as well as to specialized elements. Thus constraints are orthogonal to specializations.

Specialization
Specialization allows you to define new kinds of information (new structural types or new domains of information), while reusing as much of existing design and code as possible, and minimizing or eliminating the costs of interchange, migration, and maintenance.  
Why specialization?
Specialization can have dramatic benefits for the development of new document architectures. 
Structural versus domain specialization
Structural specialization defines new types of structured information, such as new topic types or new map types. Domain specialization creates new markup that can be useful in multiple structural types, such as new kinds of keywords, tables, or lists, or new attributes such as conditional processing attributes. 
Element type class hierarchy declaration (the class attribute)
Each DITA element declares its specialization hierarchy. This declaration is via an attribute named "class". The class attribute provides a mapping from the element's current name and its more general equivalents. All DITA-aware processing can be defined in terms of class attribute values without reference to a given element's tagname. 
Generalization
Specialized content can be generalized to any ancestor type. The generalization process can preserve information about the former level of specialization to allow round-tripping between specialized and unspecialized forms of the same content. 
Specialization-aware processing
Concrete ("shell") document types
Modularization and integration of design
Specialization hierarchies are implemented as sets of vocabulary modules, each of which declares the markup and entities that are unique to a specialization. The modules must be integrated into a document type before they can be used. 
Creating a custom XSL
Stylesheet support in XSLT for DITA specializations can be applied using the same principles as for the DTDs or Schemas, resulting in stylesheets that are easy to maintain and that will support any subsequent specialization with a minimum of effort. 
Creating a new specialization
Specialization conformance
When you specialize one element from another, or a new attribute from props or base, the new element or attribute must obey certain rules in order to be a valid specialization. 
Creating a structural specialization
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a structural specialization from a map type
Creating a structural specialization from a map type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Generalization for structural specializations
Using the class attribute
By basing an XSLT template on class attribute values, a transform can be applied to families of element types (specialization branches) rather than only to single element types. 
Creating an element domain specialization
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a domain specialization from a map elements
Creating a domain specialization from common metadata elements
Generalization for element-based domain specializations
Creating an attribute domain specialization
Creating an attribute domain specialization (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Advanced Specialization
The <data> element provides for extensibility of metadata properties. The <foreign> and <unknown>, elements are open extensions for incorporating other standard vocabularies into DITA content.  
Data extensibility
The <data> element contains metadata properties ranging from simple values to complex structures. Processes can harvest properties from the <data> element for automated manipulation or to format data associated with the body flow. The <data> element is primarily intended for use in creating specializations. 
Generalizing data element specializations
Specializations of the <data> element may be subject to formatting or other output processing, but when generalized to <data> these behaviors are lost. 

Specialization 
Specialization allows you to define new kinds of information (new structural types or new domains of information), while reusing as much of existing design and code as possible, and minimizing or eliminating the costs of interchange, migration, and maintenance. 

Specialization is used when new structural types or new domains are needed. DITA specialization can be used when you want to make changes to your design for the sake of increased consistency or descriptiveness or have extremely specific needs for output that cannot be addressed using the current data model. Specialization is not recommended for simply creating different output types, as DITA documents may be transformed to different outputs without resorting to specialization (see Customization).

There are two kinds of specialization hierarchy: one for structural types (with topic or map at the root) and one for domains (with elements in topic or map at their root, or the attributes props or base). Structural types define topic or map structures, such as concept or task or reference, which often apply across subject areas (for example, a user interface task and a programming task may both consist of a series of steps). Domains define markup for a particular information domain or subject area, such as programming, or hardware. Each of them represent an ‚Äúis a‚Äù hierarchy, in object-oriented terms, with each structural type or domain being a subclass of its parent. For example, a specialization of task is still a task; and a specialization of the user interface domain is still part of the user interface domain.

Use specialization when you are dealing with new semantics (new, meaningful categories of information, either in the form of new structural types or new domains). The new semantics can be encoded as part of a specialization hierarchy, that which allows them to be transformed back to more general equivalents, and also ensures that the specialized content can be processed by existing transforms. 

Specialization, constraints, and concrete document types

Why specialization?
Specialization can have dramatic benefits for the development of new document architectures. 
Structural versus domain specialization
Structural specialization defines new types of structured information, such as new topic types or new map types. Domain specialization creates new markup that can be useful in multiple structural types, such as new kinds of keywords, tables, or lists, or new attributes such as conditional processing attributes. 
Element type class hierarchy declaration (the class attribute)
Each DITA element declares its specialization hierarchy. This declaration is via an attribute named "class". The class attribute provides a mapping from the element's current name and its more general equivalents. All DITA-aware processing can be defined in terms of class attribute values without reference to a given element's tagname. 
Generalization
Specialized content can be generalized to any ancestor type. The generalization process can preserve information about the former level of specialization to allow round-tripping between specialized and unspecialized forms of the same content. 
Specialization-aware processing
Concrete ("shell") document types
Modularization and integration of design
Specialization hierarchies are implemented as sets of vocabulary modules, each of which declares the markup and entities that are unique to a specialization. The modules must be integrated into a document type before they can be used. 
Creating a custom XSL
Stylesheet support in XSLT for DITA specializations can be applied using the same principles as for the DTDs or Schemas, resulting in stylesheets that are easy to maintain and that will support any subsequent specialization with a minimum of effort. 
Creating a new specialization
Specialization conformance
When you specialize one element from another, or a new attribute from props or base, the new element or attribute must obey certain rules in order to be a valid specialization. 
Creating a structural specialization
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a structural specialization from a map type
Creating a structural specialization from a map type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Generalization for structural specializations
Using the class attribute
By basing an XSLT template on class attribute values, a transform can be applied to families of element types (specialization branches) rather than only to single element types. 
Creating an element domain specialization
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a domain specialization from a map elements
Creating a domain specialization from common metadata elements
Generalization for element-based domain specializations
Creating an attribute domain specialization
Creating an attribute domain specialization (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Advanced Specialization
The <data> element provides for extensibility of metadata properties. The <foreign> and <unknown>, elements are open extensions for incorporating other standard vocabularies into DITA content.  
Data extensibility
The <data> element contains metadata properties ranging from simple values to complex structures. Processes can harvest properties from the <data> element for automated manipulation or to format data associated with the body flow. The <data> element is primarily intended for use in creating specializations. 
Generalizing data element specializations
Specializations of the <data> element may be subject to formatting or other output processing, but when generalized to <data> these behaviors are lost. 

Why specialization? 
Specialization can have dramatic benefits for the development of new document architectures.

Among the benefits:
	No need to reinvent the base vocabulary - Create a module in 1/2 day with 10 lines vs. 6 months with 100s of lines; allows faster design iterations and scalable prototyping; automatically pick up changes to the base
	No impact from other designs that customize for different purposes - Avoid enormous, kitchen-sink vocabularies; Plug in the modules for your requirements 
	Interoperability at the base type - Guaranteed mapping from specialized type documents to base type documents
	Reusable type hierarchies - Share understanding of information across groups, saving time and presenting a consistent picture to customers 
	Output tailored to customers and information - More specific search, filtering, and reuse that is designed for your customers and information not just the common denominator 
	Consistency - Both with base standards and within your information set  SP seth park  How? 
	Learning support for new writers - Instead of learning standard markup plus specific ways to apply the markup, writers get specific markup with guidelines built in 
	Explicit support of different product architectural requirements - Requirements of different products and architectures can be supported and enforced, rather than suggested and monitored by editorial staff 



Specialization

Structural versus domain specialization 
Structural specialization defines new types of structured information, such as new topic types or new map types. Domain specialization creates new markup that can be useful in multiple structural types, such as new kinds of keywords, tables, or lists, or new attributes such as conditional processing attributes.

Structural types define structures for modules of information, such as concept or task or reference, which often apply across subject areas (for example, a user interface task and a programming task may both consist of a series of steps). When new elements are introduced through structural specialization, the elements that contain the new elements must be specialized as well SP seth park  Not for vocabulary extensions ; and the new container elements must have their containers specialized in turn, all the way to the root element for the module (for example, the <topic> element or <map> element).

Domains typically define markup for a particular domain or subject area, such as programming, or hardware. Domain elements become available wherever their ancestor elements are allowed once the domains are integrated with the structural specializations in a document type. Domain attributes (based off of props or base) become available wherever the props or base attributes are allowed.

Both structural specialization hierarchies and domain specialization hierarchies are ‚Äúis a‚Äù hierarchies, in object-oriented terms, with each structural type or domain being a subclass of its parent. For example, a specialization of task is still a task; and a specialization of the programming domain is still concerned with programming. 

Structural and domain hierarchies must share a common base module in order to be integrated together. For example, domains for use across topic types must ultimately be specialized off of elements or the specializable attributes in <topic>; domains for use across both topic types and map types must be specialized off of the elements or specializable attributes that are common to both types. 

With the exception of the common base modules (topic and map), a domain cannot be specialized from a structural type. For example, a domain cannot be specialized from elements in <task>, only from the root structural modules for <topic> or <map>. This rule ensures that domains can be integrated and document types can be generalized predictably. Structural modules may specialize elements from other domains.

Specialization

Element type class hierarchy declaration (the class attribute) 
Each DITA element declares its specialization hierarchy. This declaration is via an attribute named "class". The class attribute provides a mapping from the element's current name and its more general equivalents. All DITA-aware processing can be defined in terms of class attribute values without reference to a given element's tagname.

The class attribute syntax is as follows:
	An initial "-" or "+" character, "-" for element types defined in structural vocabulary modules, "+" for element types defined in domain modules.
	A sequence of one or more space-separated module/type pair tokens, of the form "modulename/typename", where modulename is the short name of the vocabulary module and typename is the element type name, e.g., "topic/topic", "topic/p", "hi-d/i", etc. Tokens are ordered left to right from most general to most specialized. For example, the class= value for the <concept> topic type is "- topic/topic concept/concept ".
	A trailing space character (" "). The trailing space ensures that string matches on module/name pairs can always include a leading and trailing space in order to reliably match full tokens.For example, in XPath expressions, the correct way to select elements is like so:
	*[contains(@class, ' topic/p ')]



Note that while a given element's tagname is normally the same as the typename of the last token in the class value, this is not required. Processors that perform generalization may transform elements from specialized types to less-specialized types, leaving their class= values unchanged (thus preserving knowledge of the original most-specialized form).

For example, the class attribute for the task topic type's step element is:
<!ATTLIST step         class  CDATA "- topic/li task/step ">

This tells us that the step element is equivalent to the li element in a generic topic. It also tells us that step is equivalent to a step in a task topic, which we already knew, but it's worth noting this in the attribute because it enables round-trip migration between upper level and lower level types without loss of information. For example, if a user runs a "generalize" transform that maps all elements to their first class value, but preserves their content and attribute values, then the user can follow it up with a "specialize" transform that maps all elements to their last class value (preserving content and attribute values), and provide a full round trip for all content between the two document types, using nothing but two generic transforms and the information in the class attribute.

The class attribute tells a processor what general classes of elements the current element belongs to. DITA scopes values by module type (for example topic type, domain type, or map type) instead of document type, which lets document type developers combine multiple topic types in a single document without complicating transform logic.

The sequence of the values is important because it tells processors which value is the most general and which is most specific. This is especially important for "specializing" transforms, where you can apply a general rule that says: if the element doesn't have a mapping to the target topic type, simply use the last value of the class attribute (and assume that the specialized topic type is reusing some general element declarations, which only have mappings for the level at which they were declared).

The class attribute value is provided as a default value that can be overridden and is not fixed. The ability to change the class attribute becomes important for mapping persistence through migration: when you migrate content to a more abstract generalized element, you can preserve its more specialized history in the class attribute, allowing round-tripping of content between more specialized and more general representations, so it can be processed by different applications at whichever level they understand or support.



Typically, the class attribute value should be declared as a default attribute value in the DTD or schema rather than directly in the document instance. The class attribute should not be modified by authors. 

Figure 2. Example structural type element with class attribute

<appstep class="- topic/li task/step bctask/appstep ">A specialized step</appstep>Figure 3. Example domain element with class attribute

<wintitle class="+ topic/keyword ui-d/wintitle ">A specialized keyword</wintitle>

When the class attribute is declared in a DTD or schema, it must be declared with a default value. In order to support generalization round-tripping (generalizing specialized content into a generic form and then returning it to the specialized form) the default value must not be fixed. This allows the generalization process to overwrite the default values in a general document type with specialized values taken from the document being generalized.

When a vocabulary module declares new element types, it must provide a class attribute for the new element type. The class attribute must include a mapping for every structural type or domain in the specialized type's ancestry, even those in which no element renaming occurred. The mapping must start with the value for the base type (for example topic or map), and finish with the current element type. Figure 4. Example attribute with intermediate value

<windowname class="- topic/kwd task/kwd guitask/windowname ">Intermediate values are necessary so that generalizing and specializing transforms can map values simply and accurately. For example, if task/kwd was missing as a value, and a user decided to generalize this guitask up to a task topic, then the transform would have to guess whether to map to kwd (appropriate if task is more general than guitask, which it is) or leave as windowname (appropriate if task were more specialized, which it isn't). By always providing mappings for more general values, we can then apply the simple rule that missing mappings must by default be to more specialized values than the one we are generalizing to, which means the last value in the list is appropriate. For example, when specializing to <task>, if a <p> element has no target value for <task>, we can safely assume that <p> does not specialize from <task> and should not be generalized.

While this example is trivial, more complicated hierarchies (say, five levels deep, with renaming occurring at two and four only) make explicit intermediate values essential.

A vocabulary module does not need to change the class attribute for elements that it does not specialize, but simply reuses by reference from more generic levels. For example, since task, bctask, and guitask use the p element without specializing it, they don't need to declare mappings for it. 

A vocabulary module only declares class attributes for the elements that it uniquely declares. It does not need to declare class attributes for elements that it reuses or inherits.

Specialization

Generalization 
Specialized content can be generalized to any ancestor type. The generalization process can preserve information about the former level of specialization to allow round-tripping between specialized and unspecialized forms of the same content.

The generalization can either be for the purpose of migration (for example, when retiring an unsuccessful specialization) or for temporary round-tripping (for example, when moving content through a process that is not specialization aware and has only been enabled for instances of the base structural type). When generalizing for migration, the class attribute and domains attribute should be absent from the generalized instance document so that the default values in the general DTD or schema will be used. When generalizing for round-tripping, the class attribute and domains attribute should retain the original specialized values in the generalized instance document.

Any DITA document can contain a mix of markup from at least one structural type and zero or more domains. The structural types and domains allowed in a particular document type are defined by the document type shell.

When generalizing the document, the generalizer may choose to leave a structural type or domain as-is, or may choose to generalize that type or domain to any of its ancestors.

The generalizer can supply the source and target for each generalization: for example, generalize from reference to topic. The generalizer can specify multiple targets in one pass: for example, generalize from reference to topic and from ui-d to topic. When the source and target are not supplied, generalization is assumed to be from all structural types to the base (topic or map), and no generalization for domains SP seth park  Please make this an independent clause…unless, or course, it can be deleted because it is redundant information more clearly communicated in the tables. . 

The generalizer can also supply the target document type. When the target document type is not supplied, the generalized document will not contain a DTD or schema reference. At some time in the future it may be possible to automatically generate a document type shell and target document type based on the class and domains attributes in the generalized document.

The generalization process should be able to handle cases where it is given just sources for generalization (in which case the designated source types are generalized to topic or map), just targets for generalization (in which case all descendants of the target are generalized to that target), or both (in which case only the specified descendants of the target are generalized to that target).

For each structural type instance, the generalization process checks whether the structural type instance is a candidate for generalization, or whether it has domains that are candidates for generalization. It is important to be selective about which structural type instances to process: if the process simply generalizes every element based on its class attribute values, an instruction to generalize "reference" to "topic" could leave an APIReference topic with an invalid content model, since any elements it reuses from "reference" would have been renamed to topic-level equivalents.

The class attribute for the root element of the structural type is checked before generalizing structural types:
Target and source
Source unspecified
Source specified
Target unspecified
Generalize this structural type to its base ancestor
Check whether the root element of the topic type matches a specified source; generalize to its base ancestor if it does, otherwise ignore the structural type instance unless it has domains to generalize.
Target specified
Check whether the class attribute contains the target; generalize to the target if it does, otherwise skip the structural type instance unless it has domains to generalize.
If the root element matches a specified source but its class attribute does not contain the target, emit an error message. If the root element matches a specified source and its class attribute does contain the target, generalize to the target. Otherwise ignore the structural type instance unless it has domains to generalize.



The domains attribute for the root element of the structural type is checked before generalizing domains:
Target and source
Source unspecified
Source specified
Target unspecified
Do not generalize domain specializations in this structural type.
Check whether the domains attribute lists the specified domain; proceed with generalization if it does, otherwise ignore the structural type instance unless it is itself a candidate for generalization.
Target specified
Check whether the domains attribute contains the target; generalize to the target if it does, otherwise skip the structural type instance unless it is itself a candidate for generalization.
If the domains attribute matches a specified source but the domain value string does not contain the target, emit an error message. If the domains attribute matches a specified source and the domain value string does contain the target, generalize to the target. Otherwise ignore the structural type instance unless it is itself a candidate for generalization.



For each element in a candidate structural type instance:
Target and source
Source unspecified
Source specified
Target unspecified
If the class attribute starts with "-" (part of a structural type) rename the element to its base ancestor equivalent. Otherwise ignore it.
Check whether the last value of the class attribute matches a specified source; generalize to its base ancestor if it does, otherwise ignore the element.
Target specified
Check whether the class attribute contains the target; rename the element to the value associated with the target if it does contain the target, otherwise ignore the element.
If the last value in the class attribute matches a specified source but the previous values do not include the target, emit an error message. If the last value in the class attribute matches a specified source and the previous values do include the target, rename the element to the value associated with the target. Otherwise ignore the element.

When renaming elements during round-trip generalization, the generalization process should preserve the values of all attributes. When renaming elements during one-way or migration generalization, the process should preserve the values of all attributes except the class and domains attribute, both of which should be supplied by the target document type definition (shell DTD or schema).

Specialization

Specialization-aware processing 

[Non-normative]

Processors that operate on DITA documents should always use class attribute values to map elements to processing and behavior, ignoring local tagnames. Processors that use the class attribute exclusively and that provide processing for all base DITA-defined types are inherently capable of processing all possible valid DITA documents to at least some degree. For example, an XSLT transformation that generates HTML from base DITA types will generate usable HTML for all DITA documents, no matter how specialized. Of course, the result will be completely generic and will not provide specialization-specific formatting that might be desired, but it will provide a usable result. By the same token, XML editors that provide editing features and rendering for DITA documents based on class values will be immediately usable for editing any DITA document once given access to those document's concrete document type definitions with no further configuration needed.

In addition, processors that allow modular extension make it easy to provide specialization-specific processing on top of base processing for known vocabulary modules (e.g., the base DITA-defined modules). For example, the open source DITA Open Toolkit provides a general plugin-based extension mechanism by which out-of-the-box DITA processors can be quickly extended to support new specializations.

DITA-aware processors should be engineered as much as possible to reflect the following characteristics:
All processing, behavior, and configuration associated with individual element types should be definable in terms of any step along an element's specialization hierarchy as defined in the element's class attribute value. Ideally DITA-aware processors express such association directly in terms of vocabulary module names and element type names, abstracted from the details of the class attribute syntax, but at a minimum it means that association must be via element attributes rather than element tagnames.Figure 5. Class-based CSS Selectors

For example, CSS style sheets can use selectors of the form "*[@class~='module/typename']":
*[class~="topic/section"]   {
  margin-top: 12pt;
  display: block;
}
	Functionality can be added to the system to support new vocabulary modules without the need to modify existing functionality, either through some sort of "plug-in" mechanism, as implemented in the DITA Open Toolkit, through inclusion of base processing into an extending processor, or through other extension mechanisms (e.g., extending base object classes in an object-oriented language like Java or C#).
	Binding of elements to governing DTDs or XSD schemas should make the use of local concrete shells as easy as possible, e.g., by minimizing dependencies on the use of specific DTD or schema files and by making it easy to add public ID-to-file mappings (e.g., XML entity catalogs). Because the production use of DITA effectively requires the use of local concrete shell document types, processors that are tightly bound to specific top-level DTD or XSD files are severely limited in their ability to accommodate normal DITA practice. The open-source DITA Open Toolkit provides a simple plugin facility that manages the integration of custom shell document types and vocabulary modules into a common processing context, including management of a master entity resolution catalog that can be used by any tools that can use XML entity catalogs. 




Specialization-aware XSLT processing

XSLT match and select expressions should select elements based on class values like so:
<xsl:template match="*[contains(@class, ' topic/p ')]">

Which matches all elements that are a specialization of "topic/p" (including topic/p itself). Note the leading and trailing space around the element class token.


Specialization-aware CSS processing

CSS stylesheets can be used to directly style DITA documents. To match on class values, use selectors of the form:
*[class~='topic/p']

Note that the "~=" operator matches full words only, so leading and trailing space is not required.


Specialization-aware DOM processing

DOM processors can select elements by inspecting the value of class attribute on Element nodes, e.g., in Java:
for (int i=0;i < nl.length();i++} {
   Element elem = (Element)nl.item(i);
   if (elem.getAttribute("class").contains(' topic/p ')) {
      handleP(elem);
   }
}

Specialization

Concrete ("shell") document types 

A given DITA map or topic document is governed by a concrete document type that defines the set of structural modules (topic or map types), domain modules, and constraints modules that the map or topic can use. While the DITA specification includes a starter set of concrete document types for common combinations of modules, those document types are not mandatory and, for most DITA users, include more things than they need for their documents. 

Per the DITA implementation design patterns, concrete document types are always represented by a top-level file that only includes and configures vocabulary modules‚Äîthey  they never directly define new element or attribute types. For this reason these top-level DTD and XSD schema files are referred to as "shells". Shell DTDs or schemas other than those provided by the DITA Technical Committee are by their nature specific to local requirements and are thus referred to as "local shells".

In general, any production use of DITA involves definition of the set of modules best suited to local requirements. This always requires the creation of local shell document types, even if all they do is omit unneeded modules or apply constraints to the standard DITA-defined vocabulary. Thus you should expect in any production use of DITA that the first step is to define local concrete document types. The simplest form of local shell is an unaltered copy of one of the DITA TC-provided shells to which is associated a new public identifier or absolute URI, reflecting ownership of the new shell by its creator. For example, to create a local shell DTD for generic maps, simply copy the TC-provided file "map.dtd" to a local location and create an entity mapping catalog that binds the new copy of map.dtd to a public ID or absolute URI you define, e.g. "urn:public:example.dom/dita/doctypes/map".
Concrete DITA document types must follow the implementation design patterns defined in this specification. This ensures consistency of implementation and also serves to make the task of creating concrete document types almost entirely mechanical.

Specialization

Modularization and integration of design
Specialization hierarchies are implemented as sets of vocabulary modules, each of which declares the markup and entities that are unique to a specialization. The modules must be integrated into a document type before they can be used. 
Creating a custom XSL
Stylesheet support in XSLT for DITA specializations can be applied using the same principles as for the DTDs or Schemas, resulting in stylesheets that are easy to maintain and that will support any subsequent specialization with a minimum of effort. 
Creating a new specialization
Specialization conformance
When you specialize one element from another, or a new attribute from props or base, the new element or attribute must obey certain rules in order to be a valid specialization. 
Creating a structural specialization
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type
Creating a structural specialization from a topic type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a structural specialization from a map type
Creating a structural specialization from a map type (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Generalization for structural specializations
Using the class attribute
By basing an XSLT template on class attribute values, a transform can be applied to families of element types (specialization branches) rather than only to single element types. 
Creating an element domain specialization
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements
Creating a domain specialization from a topic elements (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Creating a domain specialization from a map elements
Creating a domain specialization from common metadata elements
Generalization for element-based domain specializations
Creating an attribute domain specialization
Creating an attribute domain specialization (DTD syntax)
Creating the modules
Integrating the modules into a DTD
Advanced Specialization
The <data> element provides for extensibility of metadata properties. The <foreign> and <unknown>, elements are open extensions for incorporating other standard vocabularies into DITA content.  
Data extensibility
The <data> element contains metadata properties ranging from simple values to complex structures. Processes can harvest properties from the <data> element for automated manipulation or to format data associated with the body flow. The <data> element is primarily intended for use in creating specializations. 
Generalizing data element specializations
Specializations of the <data> element may be subject to formatting or other output processing, but when generalized to <data> these behaviors are lost. 

Modularization and integration of design 
Specialization hierarchies are implemented as sets of vocabulary modules, each of which declares the markup and entities that are unique to a specialization. The modules must be integrated into a document type before they can be used.

The separation of markup into modules, in accord with the XHTML modularization initiative, (http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-modularization/ ), makes it easy to extend the hierarchy, because new modules can be added without affecting existing document types. It also makes it easy to assemble design elements from different sources into a single integrated document type, and easy to reuse specific parts of the specialization hierarchy in more than one document type.

Concrete ("shell") document types

Creating a custom XSL 
Stylesheet support in XSLT for DITA specializations can be applied using the same principles as for the DTDs or Schemas, resulting in stylesheets that are easy to maintain and that will support any subsequent specialization with a minimum of effort.


Specification of module definition SP seth park  Delete this topic. It’s redundant. 

A specialization-aware template for XSLT has this form of match pattern: 
<xsl:template match="*[contains(@class,' topic/section ')]">
  <div>
    <xsl:apply-templates/>
  </div>
</xsl:template>
The XSLT match statement that associates the style to the element does not use a literal match to the element name. Instead, based on an element having the defaulted value class="- topic/section reference/refsyn " (for example) this rule will trigger on the " topic/section " value (note the required space delimiters in the match string) and perform the associated template actions, regardless of what the actual element name is.

The XPath pattern in this example effectively reads, "Selects any element whose class attribute contains the space-delimited substring "topic/section"."


Assembly rules for XSLT

XSLT pattern matching is the basis for DITA's specialization-aware processing. As such, the base XSLT stylesheet for a DITA topic should minimally support any specialization, no matter how far removed in generations from the archetype topic.

To support a newly-specialized DITA DTD or Schema that has been specialization-enabled with unique class attribute values, create a module that will contain ONLY the templates required for the uniquely new elements in the specialization. This is similar to the mod files that declare the unique elements in the specialization. The name of this module should be the same as the root name for the specialization module. In the case of DITA's reference DTD, the element declarations are in reference.mod and the corresponding deltaoverride rules for XSLT are in reference.xsl.

Next, create an "override"XSLT stylesheet that starts off with the xsl:import instruction, naming the XSLT file used by this specialization's parent DTD. This import picks up support for all elements that are common with the parent DTD. Then add another xsl:import instruction in sequence, naming the XSLT deltaoverride module that you created previously. Additionally you can add imports for any domain-specific templates that need to be applied with this shell. Then copy in the XSLT templates for any previously defined support that needs to be associated uniquely to the new element names, and rename the match pattern strings as needed to the new specialized values for each new element. These added XSLT templates are deltaoverrides for the new stylesheet, much as specialized DTDs build on previous DTDs by adding deltaoverride element definitions. For XSLT support, you only need to define templates if you need new behavior or if you need to modify the behavior of an ancestor element's processing.

Because this process reuses a great deal of previous behaviors, the time spent supporting the deltaoverride changes is minimal.

To use a specialization-enabled XSLT stylesheet with a specialized DITA topic, simply associate it to the topic using either the W3C defined stylesheet link processing instruction or by following configuration rules for your processing tools (usually an XSLT processing utility such as saxon or xsltproc).
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Specialization conformance 
When you specialize one element from another, or a new attribute from props or base, the new element or attribute must obey certain rules in order to be a valid specialization.

	A new element must have a content model that is equivalent to or more restrictive than its parent.
	A new element must have attributes that are equivalent to or a subset of the attributes of its parent.
	A new element's attributes must have values or value ranges that are equivalent to or a subset of the parent's attributes' values or value ranges.
	A new element must have a properly formed class attribute.
	A new attribute must be specialized from props or base, following the rules for attribute domain specialization.
	A new attribute's values must conform to the rules for conditional processing values, that is, alphanumeric space-delimited values, except when in generalized form, when the values should conform to the rules for attribute generalization.
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Generalization for structural specializations 
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Creating a structural specialization

Using the class attribute 
By basing an XSLT template on class attribute values, a transform can be applied to families of element types (specialization branches) rather than only to single element types.

If an XPath statement that contains an element name encounters an unknown element, it can check the value of that element's architectural class attribute. The class attribute identifies an ancestor element, or a sequence of ancestor elements, from which the given element is specialized. (It therefore defines a class of all elements with the same specialization ancestry, hence the name of the attribute.) The transform can safely treat the unknown element according to the rules for a known element that is specified in the value of the class attribute.

 The class attribute string check must include a leading and trailing space to avoid false matches. For example, without the spaces, 'task/step' would match on both 'task/step' and on 'notatask/stepaway'.

The modular design of DITA lends itself to creating a shell file into which modules of XSL code are imported. Import precedence then permits special provisions to override more general ones in a flexible way that supports future growth and change. If a transform targets more than one type, the more specific rules must have a higher precedence than the more generic rules. For example, to combine the existing processing rules for topics with more specific processing rules for tasks, import precedence can ensure that task-specific rules override generic rules for topics where that is desired. Other techniques for establishing precedence are not as flexible and can result in conflicts.

Example: match statement for list items

<xsl:template match="li">
becomes

<xsl:template match="*[contains(@class,' topic/li ')]">
This match statement not only works on any <li> element that it encounters, it also works on elements specialized from <li>, such as the <step> and <appstep> elements. Such elements do not have to be identified specifically, because the class attribute identifies the class to which they belong. If another statement with higher precedence matches the <step> or <appstep> element (such as that in the next example), the above statement is ignored. If no other statement with higher precedence matches the <step> or <appstep> element, this statement matches all elements in the class, as well as the more general <li> element from which they are specialized, so that the more specialized element is treated as though it were the <li> element.

Example: match statement for steps

<xsl:template match="*[contains(@class,' task/step ')]">
This match statement does not work on generic <li> elements (which are defined in <topic>), but it does work on both the <step> element (which is specialized from <li> in <task>) and the <appstep> element (which is specialized from <step>). If no other statement with higher precedence matches <appstep>, this one will treat it like a <step> element.
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Advanced Specialization 
The <data> element provides for extensibility of metadata properties. The <foreign> and <unknown>, elements are open extensions for incorporating other standard vocabularies into DITA content. 


Specializing the <data> element

The <data> element is used to associate metadata properties with DITA topics or with elements within topics. Values of these properties can direct processing of content, or processes can manipulate and present the values themselves as data. The <data> element can be specialized to control user input of property data and to facilitate usability of structures created by nesting such elements .


Specializing the <foreign> or <unknown> element

The <foreign> or <unknown> element may be specialized to incorporate non-textual content marked up with standard vocabularies such as MathML and SVG, into DITA content as in-line objects. The foreign content itself is not specialized. The default is to try to process content of the <foreign> element, but to ignore content of the <unknown> element.

Concrete ("shell") document types

Data extensibility 
The <data> element contains metadata properties ranging from simple values to complex structures. Processes can harvest properties from the <data> element for automated manipulation or to format data associated with the body flow. The <data> element is primarily intended for use in creating specializations.

You can nest <data> elements in structures for complex properties. You can use the name attribute to distinguish different semantic of instances of the <data> element such as addresses, times, amounts, and so on. In many cases, however, you may prefer to specialize the <data> element for more precise semantics and for constraints on structures and values. For instance, a specialization can specify an enumeration for the value attribute. 

A <data> element containing properties of a topic as a whole goes in the topic <prolog> or <metadata> element, or in a <topicmeta> element referencing the topic. The <data> element generally goes at the beginning of the element to which the properties in it refer. Where this is unwieldy, the <data> element can go in the <prolog>, with the data-about attribute element identifying which specific element in the topic is the reference.

A process can harvest the values of these properties for a machine-processable representation such as RDF. The default formatting ignores the <data> element within the <body> element. Customized or specialized processing can be extended to render property values, given an appropriate specification of which values should be displayed, in which outputs, and how and where they should appear in output.




Applications

Uses of the <data> element include the following:

	Complex metadata properties such as bibliographic records corresponding to citations.
	Hybrid documents with data values as part of the content. (Word processor formats using form fields provide an example of such hybrid documents.) 
	Messages in which the payload includes human-readable content. Such applications can use the <data> element to define the addressing on the message envelope. For instance, a topic could model an email message by representing the address with specialized <data> elements in the <prolog> element and the content with the <body> element.
	Transactional documents in which the values are processed but also displayed with human-readable content. In particular, a library of building blocks for transaction documents can be implemented through a DITA domain as specialized <data> elements including those from the UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification (http://www.unece.org/cefact/). 



The following example specifies the delimited source code for a code fragment so an automated process can refresh the code fragment. The <fragmentSource>, <sourceFile>, <startDelimiter>, and <endDelimiter> elements are specialized from <data> but the <codeFragment> is specialized from <codeblock>. These properties wouldn't appear in the formatted output (except perhaps for debugging problems in the refresh): 

<example>
    <title>An important coding technique</title>
    <codeFragment>
        <fragmentSource>
            <sourceFile     value="helloWorld.java"/>
            <startDelimiter value="FRAGMENT_START_1"/>
            <endDelimiter   value="FRAGMENT_END_1"/>
        </fragmentSource>
        ...
    </codeFragment>
</example>


The following example identifies a real estate property as part of a house description. The <realEstateProperty> element and its child elements are specialized from <data>. The <houseDescription> element is specialized from <section>. A specialized process can format the values as part of a brochure if they meet criteria for inclusion.

<houseDescription>
  <title>A great home for sale</title>
  <realEstateProperty>
    <realEstateBlock value="B7"/>
    <realEstateLot   value="4003"/>
    ...
  </realEstateProperty>
  <p>This elegant....</p>
  <object data="B7_4003_tour360Degrees.swf"/>
</houseDescription>

Concrete ("shell") document types

Generalizing data element specializations 
Specializations of the <data> element may be subject to formatting or other output processing, but when generalized to <data> these behaviors are lost.


CAUTION: It might be tempting to specialize the <data> element for text that is part of the body flow, so as to escape the constraints of the base content models. This abuse of the DITA architecture will cause problems. For example, if you specialize a particular kind of paragraph from <data> rather than from <p>, then when content is exchanged with others or when the specialization is retired, that specialized element will be generalized to <data>, and the base formatting will skip it, with undesired effects on discourse flow.  SP seth park  Delete this caution. There is absolutely nothing wrong with specializing semantically appropriate vocabularies from <data>.  Imagine trying to find an appropriate ancestor for <bitFieldRadix>. There are applications for DITA far beyond the realm of paragraphs, lists, and tables. Let’s not limit ourselves to content that fits nicely into presentational expectations. 
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